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AFGHAN INTERNATIONAL
CARPET FAIR
HALLEH HAKIMIAN

The US Trade Mission to the first Afghan
International Carpet Fair, held in Kabul, created
a unique business opportunity for both Afghan
rug producers and American wholesalers.
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I HAD THE OPPORTUNITY to represent Hadji Jalili Revivals LLC
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MEGERIAN RUGS
EMMA MILLS

A name synonymous with high-end reproductions of antique rugs, the Megerian family, of Armenian
extraction, has successfully continued Armenian weaving traditions over four generations.
CARPETS AND RUGS have been regarded as
a necessity in Armenian domestic life for generations, and Armenian artisanship, especially rug
weaving, dates back thousands of years and remains
popular in the world market today. The Megerian
family, of Armenian origin and now based in New
York, have been involved with fine hand-made
rugs and tapestries for ninety years – an
anniversary Megerian Rugs proudly celebrated
in 2007 in Atlanta at the AmericasMart, where
the company has permanent showrooms.
Established in 1917 in Manhasset, New York,
Megerian Rugs has been the key player in the
revitalisation of traditional rug weaving and
artistic creativity per se in Armenia since the
dissolution of the Soviet Union. John Megerian
Esq. became Chief Executive Officer of the
company in 2006, and represents the fourth
generation to lead a firm that prides itself on its
production of high-quality, hand-knotted
reproductions of antique rugs that enhance the
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beauty of the originals.
Initially, Megerian Rugs’ focus was solely on
selling new and antique rugs. However, over time,
it began to apply its extensive knowledge of
natural dyes, the characteristics of wool and
knotting techniques to restoring customers’ worn
antique Persian, Aubusson, Savonnerie and other
types of carpets. As time went on and the better
quality antique oriental rugs became ever scarcer
in the market, the business expanded, taking its
expertise directly to the loom in the early 1980s,
successfully blending Old World craftsmanship
with today’s design aesthetics, creating what
Megerian describes as “true antiques in the
making”. Indeed, each Megerian design is copyrighted and signed to mark its individuality.
Production is spread amongst several countries,
including Egypt, Romania, Afghanistan, Pakistan
and China but most importantly Megerian Rugs
operates 22 rug-weaving facilities within Armenia
itself, where it employs thousands of people. In

addition to its Fifth Avenue location in New
York, the company has showrooms in Italy,
France, Switzerland, Germany and Armenia.
Traditional Armenian methods for the natural
dyeing of wool yarn date back many generations.
The ancient Armenian city of Artashat (Artataxa),
close to Mount Ararat, was renowned for its
‘ordan’ dye – the Arab historian Yaqut al-Hamawi
described it as “the city of the colour red”.
Striving to remain faithful to the methods that
created the original rugs, Megerian use local wool
and regionally available dyestuffs as well as
traditional weaving techniques.The majority of
the company’s weavers are second or third
generation craftsmen and women, and most of the
natural dyes used are derived from f lowers, roots
and plants found in the Armenian Highlands.
The company prides itself on taking great care
in the finishing of each rug, paying painstaking
attention to detail. This process is carried out
outside Armenia, as well as at the company’s US
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facilities in Brooklyn. Raffi and Thomas Megerian
(John’s father and uncle) travel extensively to
oversee operations worldwide.
Recent expansion in the company’s Armenian
production has enabled the business to offer a
variety of new designs and colourways. These
include Mahals, which are reproductions of antique
west Persian Sultanabad carpets; Karabaghs,with
interpretations of European-style f loral motifs
inspired by Karabagh rugs woven by Armenians
in the Caucasus region in the 19th century; and
Lottos 2, derived from the arabesque designs seen
in classical Anatolian rugs like those depicted by
the Italian painter Lorenzo Lotto. All these
designs are now also available as runners.
Megerian Rugs also produce contemporary
designs. Over the last decade Art Deco designs
have been added to the portfolio, with contemporary designs in its Artex and Armenian lines. In
addition, the Megerian production line in Egypt
is being expanded and includes the latest lines of
decorative Oushaks, originally from western
Anatolia, and Mamluks 1, using designs originally
created in the 15th/16th century in Egypt, characterised by jewel tone colours, and intricate
geometric patterns and stylised leaf forms. These
new collections were proudly included in their
showrooms in Atlanta in 2007, providing a
fitting demonstration that the rich Megerian
carpet tradition lives on.

1 Egyptian Mamluk,
styled and woven in
the same manner as
antique Mamluk carpets
from Egypt, on a wool
warp with a cotton
weft. Various sizes
available to order.
Megerian Rugs
Mamluk Collection

(HJR) as a delegate of an impromptu US Trade Mission to Afghanistan
for the first Afghan International Carpet Fair, from 26-28 August 2007,
at the Serena Hotel in Kabul. Sponsored by the US Department of
Commerce and organised and supported by various international aid
agencies, this first-time event created an opportunity for Afghan producers to have direct contact with American wholesalers, and establish
long-term relationships. HJR’s decision to participate was based on its
belief in the ability of Afghan weavers to produce world-class carpets,
and its desire to work with and draw inspiration from the people.
The main aims of the Trade Mission were to combine the market
knowledge of the wholesalers and skill of the Afghan manufacturers
to maximise the marketability of Afghan-made rugs, and offer the
US delegation the opportunity to purchase inventory at exhibitions.
Discussions included the exportation of rugs directly from Afghanistan (rather than having to re-route through other countries), logistical issues, export resources and optimal marketing approaches.
The trip also offered me an opportunity to gain a personal understanding of the land and culture. Kabul hints towards a spirit of rebirth
for Afghans: a hilltop, once used as a military vantage point, is now a
scenic spot visited by young lovers, and homes previously levelled by
wars are re-emerging. Our hosts demonstrated the Afghan hospitality
that Behrooz Hakimian and Kambiz Jalili (partners in ownership of
HJR), had told me about. We were treated with utter warmth and
generosity. Our deep gratitude for this treatment was met with an
Afghan saying: Mehman Doosteh Khodah Hast which means ‘A guest is a
friend of God’ – and we were certainly received as such.
Special thanks to our ‘mehmaan nawaz’ hosts – Azim, Rahim,
Wakil, David, Majid and Humayun.

2 Armenian Lotto,
inspired by the arab-
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pile on a cotton foundation. Various sizes
available to order.
Megerian Rugs Lotto
Collection
3 Megerian showroom
in Yerevan, Armenia
4 John Megerian (left),
with his grandfather,
also John Megerian,
and brother Paul
Megerian in Atlanta
in the AmericasMart,
2006
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